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What exactly is the Financial Resilience Plan? What was agreed with Junior Domestic
Clubs?

The BH Board and Clubs endorsed a plan which committed to:

● At all times hold true to Basketball Hawthorn’s Strategic Plan 2017-2020 and the
Constitution (to act in the best interests of all stakeholders)

● Introduce a Financial Resilience Plan capable of achieving zero debt for the
Association within 4 years, with 3 years as a stretch target

● Establish formal written and agreed debt payment plans with all venues and
organisations which were owed money.

● Scale back and tighten belts without completely cutting programs and competitions
to remain positioned for strong rebound once debt is paid

● Maintain a consolidated revenue model; where revenue and expenditure are
independently identifiable, but each segment does not need to be self-funding

● Look at all aspects of administration to simplify operations and to reduce costs
● Guarantee debt-related revenue raising initiatives will not outweigh cost-cutting

measures across the period
● Guarantee not to spend more than an agreed low percentage of Junior Domestic

Revenue on other BH competitions or programs
● Acknowledge that some operational changes will be required at all levels and by all

stakeholders to reflect reduced administration / resourcing capacity
● Minimize and share the impact across the playing community
● Give timely notice of any changes that will impact any specific group or segment
● Commit to working more closely with our Domestic Club Delegates

Major changes agreed to for 2021 and beyond

● A new registration system, PlayHQ, enabling introduction of a resilience levy
(equivalent to $1.00 per player per game; discounted to $0.50c per player per game
for Junior Domestic players)

● Efficiencies in grading processes, time & resources
● Efficiencies in staffing / administration costs
● A new venues management plan, delivering consistency in invoicing and payments
● A new referee payment system
● A creditor payment plan to ensure highest priority creditors were repaid in a timely

manner, utilizing a government-backed bank loan
● Appointment of a new auditor
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In short, the plan was thorough, workable and equitable. It stood to deliver a debt-free
Association within 3-4 years. All of this was raised and advised in the 2020 Basketball
Hawthorn Annual report, tabled at the 2020 AGM.


